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Gemini 13-in-1 electric multitool by NEXTOOL NE20213
Be prepared  for  any  circumstance  and  carry  the  Gemini  by  Nextool.  This  electric  multitool  is  a  reliable  tool  with  which  you  will  solve
many  problems.  With  13  functions,  high-quality  materials,  a  minimalist  design  and  a  magnetic  motor  with  a  speed  of  170  rpm,  the
Gemini is perfect for more than one situation, guaranteeing the efficient performance you need!
 
The power of the magnetic motor
With  Gemini,  screwing  and  unscrewing  becomes  easier  than  ever  before.  The  multitool's  magnetic  motor  will  allow  you  to  efficiently
handle even the tiniest screws, providing an electric torque of 0.2 N.m and a mechanical torque of 3.0 N.m.
 
Interchangeable bits - 5 tools
In  the  set  you  will  find  10  interchangeable  bits  of  different  sizes  and  applications  -  at  your  disposal  are  Torx-type  bits  -  T5,  T6,  T8,
specialized bit P0.8, flat bit SL 2.0, cross bits PH000, PH00, PH1 and hexagonal bits H1.5, H2.0. All of them are made of high grade S2
steel alloy, so they will serve you for a long time. Assembling furniture, or perhaps repairing eyeglasses or small electronics? With Gemini
it's a piece of cake!
 
Reliable pliers
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Gemini  offers  full-size  pliers  to  help  you  with  plumbing,  electrical,  or  construction  work.  Sturdy  and  strong,  they  will  easily  grip  small
parts and make it easy to manipulate them, as well as help cut wires and other materials.
 
Other features
This one tool hides more than just a screwdriver or pliers. There is also a knife, an opener, a Phillips and flathead screwdriver, a jack and
scissors  at  your  disposal.  All  the  functions  will  allow you to  survive  on any camping or  hiking trip.  Gemini  is  an  essential  tool  for  any
circumstance!
 
Included
Gemini multitool
Set of interchangeable bits: T5, T6, T8, P0.8, SL 2.0, PH000, PH00, PH1, H1.5, H2.0
Case
Charging cable
	Manufacturer
	Nextool
	Model
	NE20213
	Material
	S2 steel alloy
	Functions
	Electric  screwdriver:  Torx,  Pentalobe,  Phillips,  flat,  hexagonal,  pliers,  knife,  can  opener,  bottle  opener,  Phillips  screwdriver,  flathead
screwdriver, jack, scissors
	Motor speed
	170 rpm
	Torque
	Electric 0.2 N.m ; Mechanical 3.0 N.m

Preço:

€ 52.00

Atividades e lazer, Multitools
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